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Hihanni waste (He-Haan-ee- -- Wash-TE)Mitakuepi (ME-Ta- --Qyeah - pee)Hannah-Marie Garcia ema ciya pi (Ee-mma- -- chiyah - pee)Good morning My name it Hannah-Marie GarciaI just introduced myself in Lakota (La-KOH-ta)In the way my grandmother taught me… but I’m very much still a language learner…The language of my relatives from the traditional homelands of the Rosebud Sioux TribeIn South DakotaMy mother is Regina GarciaMy father is Reymundo GarciaOn my mother's side my grandfather is George Terpenning and my grandmother was Ester GoveOn my father's side my late grandfather was Joe Garcia and my grandmother is Betty Garcia have deep ties and roots to the Sicangu Lakota…. So I moved up to Alaska 3 years ago, and I’m happy to be calling it homeI typically live and work on deniana lands in anchorage and also split time living on Eyak lands in Cordova with my partner where we run a welding businessSo I’m new in the space and recognize that I’m still growing in relationship with may of you in the room include in Karen, so thank you for giving me some time to present on the project that AITRC is leading and that I’m so grateful to be a part of…My background is in environmental science, marine policy, and indigenous research methods… but if you know me I often say I’m a recovering scientist… 2024_AITRCFriday, April 26, 202411:19 AM





Presentation Outline
1. Background on the Indigenous Sentinels Network
2. Overview of Collaboration Project - Digitizing Surveys for YRDFA’s In-

Season Community Surveyor Program
3. Examples of Outcomes from Other Marine and Fisheries Monitoring 

Programs: 
a. Co-Management on St. Paul

b. Fish Map App

c. Skipper Science

4. Looking Ahead at YRDFA’s 2024 In-Season Community Surveyor 
Program



Terms we use in our work with Indigenous Sentinels Network 
(ISN)
Community-Driven Monitoring: Community-driven monitoring is a form of local observation and 
information gathering driven by local information needs and community values. It aims to increase 
accountability by involving the community in the collection and analysis of data relevant to their well-being 
and interests.

Indigenous-Led Stewardship: Indigenous-led stewardship refers to “conservation” efforts led by 
Indigenous communities. It involves relationships built on generosity, collaboration, and reciprocity, 
centering on the sustainable management of natural resources and traditional lands.

Guardians Networks: Canadian origin. Guardians Networks are initiatives that empower First Nations for 
autonomous management of their traditional land and water. These networks, like the First Nations 
Guardians Network, provide support and autonomy for Indigenous communities in environmental 
stewardship.

Sentinel Programs: Sentinel Programs are designed for environmental monitoring networks. They play a 
crucial role in improving research, filling data gaps, and supporting climate change adaptation by providing 
real-time data, early warnings, and a comprehensive understanding of ecological changes.



Background on the 
Indigenous Sentinels Network

Empowering Indigenous-led and 
Community-driven 
environmental monitoring.





Background on the Indigenous Sentinels Network:
● ISN was established by the Aleut Community of St. Paul 

Island’s (ACSPI) Tribal Government 20+ years ago

● The Network's platform supports the collection of 
Indigenous, local, and traditional knowledge (ILTK) 
and scientific information to empower holistic, 
ecosystem- and community-centered natural resource 
management and decision-making at multiple levels.

● ISN was established by and for Indigenous peoples

● ISN aims to address the urgent need to increase 
seasonal breadth and spatial resolution of monitoring 
efforts to track environmental changes across the Arctic 
and other ecosystems.

Alaska 

Bering 
Sea 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sentinel Programs: Designed for environmental monitoring networks to help support Indigenous-led stewardship, improve research, fill data gaps, and supporting climate change adaptation by providing real-time data, early warnings, and a comprehensive understanding of ecological changes.



Software: to design and implement community-driven 
environmental monitoring programs
● Online privacy-protected database
● Mobile applications for offline data collection
● External technical support as needed (protocols, ID’s, 

etc.); Data reliability (quality control); Data ownership

Programmatic Support and Consulting: to ensure 
sustainable solutions
● Grant Writing and Collaboration
● Partnership Development 
● Science Communication and Storytelling Support
● Training, Education, and Outreach

ISN Empowers Community-Driven and 
Indigenous-Led Environmental Monitoring

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Benefits:Owned and operated by AK Tribal GovernmentDesigned for Tribes by TribesData archived in secure online database Tribes/Communities own their dataFlexible and customizable; confidential data are protectedEnables timely reportingStrengthens partnerships with other Tribes, communities,  agencies, managers, researchers



Use Case Examples
WHAT TYPES OF DATA COLLECTION ARE POSSIBLE?
● Species distribution, abundance, behaviour & condition
● Subsistence harvest & biosampling
● Entanglements; strandings
● Anomalous sightings, Early arrivals, late departures
● Audio, video and text recording of ILTK
● Water temperature, salinity and quality
● Coastal erosion and shoreline change (Stakes for Stakeholders)
● Environmental threats (e.g. Oil spills & contamination)
● Sea ice extent & condition
● Storm surges/ Weather
● Fisheries observations



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Communities don’t have to just use the app… we have some programs that also have folks call in information or use paper forms but then still use the database to store and upload information 



ISN Platform Modules Available to All Network Collaborators
Parts or independent pieces of ISN’s software that can be used to construct a community’s monitoring program.

Protocols / 
Training Support

Communities

Geospatial

Programs

ª  ť ť  ǻȘ

Data access policy

Dynamic Forms Reports

Quality assurance Polls & surveys
*Note: Not an exhaustive list, 
and this is a summary for this 
presentation. For full list, 
please email isn@aleut.com

mailto:isn@aleut.com


Purpose: For each program, 
there will be a profile from 
which users can gather 
insight on the activity in this 
program, the related users, 
the organizing organizations 
and the related forms. As 
such, the programs module 
provides functionality to 
structure the growing amount 
of forms, users and 
observations into 
manageable work items.

Program Profile



Programs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The mockups above are examples of what the mobile apps will look like to users wanting to view Programs. In the ISN system Programs are used to group multiple data collection forms together under a shared long-term aim. Members of a program have access to all the associated forms. 



Overview of Collaboration Project -

Digitizing Surveys for YRDFA’s In-
Season Community Surveyor 
Program



Collaboration: Aimed at enhancing environmental fisheries data 
collection in the Yukon River region, aiming to revolutionize how 
communities collect, own, and share data

Introduction of Innovative Tool: The collaboration introduces ISN’s 
software to facilitate real-time collaboration between community 
members and YRDFA staff

Building off of Existing Fisheries Survey Program: YRDFA's 
fisheries survey program, initiated in 2004, will leverage ISN's tools to 
enhance efficiency and impact, incorporating audio, photo, and file 
upload capabilities. Plus expanding access to community members in 
addition to full-time surveyors.

YRDFA and ISN Project Background



Timeline and Milestones

February 2023: Initial Ideas Shared

March - April 2023: Scoping of Project Needs

August 2023 - January 2024: Research Methods, 
Design Requirements, and Data Protocols

February 2024: Finalizing Design Requirements

March 2024: In-Person “Testing”/Training and Feedback

April 2024: Secured Funding

May - July 2024: Final App Development, 
Onboarding/Training, Outreach, and Data Collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Implementation Plan: The 2024 fishing season will use ISN's data collection tools and paper forms to collect data, with training scheduled for YRDFA users in March, followed by data analysis and refinement in the fall/winter of 2024



Pilot Project in Multilevel Methodologies

App Based 
Data Collection Indigenous-led 

Research and 
Elevating Local 

Expertise

Community
Driven

Quantitative and 
Qualitative 
Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
the project remains a useful example of how a citizen-science model can serve as an affordable and community-driven approach to data collection for data-poor fishery topics.It’s more than just citizen science… Indigenous peoples have always been data creators, users, and stewards.



Draft Final Designs of 
YRDFA’s Database and 
Data Collection Tools



Draft Final Designs of 
YRDFA’s Database and 
Data Collection Tools



Protocols

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The mockups above are examples of what the mobile apps will look like to users wanting to view protocols for monitoring programs. A protocol guides the user through logging a valid observation. The protocol module allows for Program Admins to create independent protocols and connect them to Programs and data collection forms as desired. The module allows for embedding of pdf documents, imagery and videos that inform the user on how to log a valid observation.  



Looking Ahead to Summer 2024
● App release to YRDFA surveyors soon

● May - July data collection and teleconferences

● Community outreach events

● Training and feedback on application design

● 2025 Season shift (or sooner) to citizen science in 

addition to trained surveyors Surveyor Village / Location

Max Ayagar Alakanuk

Alberta Walker Anvik

Basil Larsen Russian Mission 

Karalisa Tremblay Fort Yukon 

Rachael Kangas Ruby

Ruby Becker Eagle



Examples of Outcomes from 
Other Marine and Fisheries 
Monitoring ISN Programs



St. Paul Island’s Co-Management Marine Mammal Monitoring Programs

● Marine Mammal Subsistence Harvest Monitoring
● Marine Mammal Stranding and Entanglement Surveys
● NFS Rookery Patrols
● NFS & SSL Bio-sampling
● NFS Adult Male Arrival Counts
● NFS Adult Female & Pup Departure Counts
● NFS Winter Haulout Surveys
● NFS Harem/Female Counts
● NFS Pup Tag Resight Surveys
● General Marine Mammal Sighting Observations
● NFS Adult and Pup Habitat Use Surveys
● SSL Remote Camera Monitoring (past)
● Killer Whale Depredation NFS = northern fur seal

SSL = Steller sea lion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“little c” versus “big C”: comanagement was including Alaska Natives in our research and monitoring = Subsistence users observed and responded to entangled fur seals during subsistence activities, where Co-management is built on the formal agreement to partner, communicate, and share power and responsibility for subsistence species



Timing of Departure of fur seals

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example of ISN in action #2: This slide shows the data collected by ECO in 2017 as it was used to validate modeling by Pelland et al of the timing of departure of fur seals on their winter migration and the influences of climate and weather.  ECO has continued to collect similar data with co-management funding to the presentThis slide shows the data collected by ECO in 2017 as it was used to validate modeling by Pelland et al of the timing of departure of fur seals on their winter migration and the influences of climate and weather.  ECO has continued to collect similar data with co-management funding to the present



Alaska Fish Habitat Mapping App
“Fish Map App”

Project Partnerships:
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Northern Latitudes Partnerships
Aleut Community of St. Paul Island
Indigenous Sentinels Network
Funding by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Nyssa Russell – Northern Latitudes Partnerships
Heather Bauscher – Sitka Conservation Society
Eric Castro – USDA Forest Service



Anadromous Waters Catalog & Atlas (AWC)

• ADF&G tasked by State of Alaska to 
compile & manage waterbodies utilized 
by anadromous species

• ADF&G estimates ~20,000+ streams, 
rivers, or lakes are in the catalog 
(specified segments of stream, species, 
and life stage) 

• Despite decades of effort by ADF&G and 
others, this is only a fraction of the 
waters used by anadromous species

• Until these habitats are inventoried, they 
will lack specific habitat protections* 
under Alaska law (Title 16).

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/sarr/awc/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I wanted to provide a brief introduction to the AWC for those who may not be familiar - and maybe a bit of a refresher for some, but it is important context for the “why” of this project and the importance of this work. ADF&G is tasked by the State of Alaska to compile and manage the Anadromous Waters Catalog and Atlas, which documents water bodies that are utilized by most anadromous fish species (those that return to freshwater from the ocean to spawn). It is estimated that only about 20,000 are in the catalog - which may sound like a lot - but it’s just a fraction of waters that are essential for anadromous species, including streams, rivers, lakes, tributaries, etc. The catalog documents specified segments of streams (all downriver of points where species are identified) and a particular life stage of that species - which have to be nominated separately!**Be sure to discuss what “protections” means here. This means that there are only certain permitting regulations that are triggered if a stream is in the AWC - this does not mean that the water body/stream is completely protected or development cannot happen. It’s just a first layer of defense - otherwise no permitting is required by the state for development.

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/sarr/awc/
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• ADF&G staff provide vast majority of 
nominations in a given year (additions, 
edits, etc.)

• Other groups (e.g. Trout Unlimited & 
Kenai Watershed Forum) dedicate 
efforts to providing some every year

• Very few come from the public!

Current Nomination methods (PDF form & online web portal) require field 
documentation AND separate submission.
➔ Possibility of transcription error and/or missing required data
➔ Requires more time and effort

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/sarr/awc/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Add a little more here as to where majority of annual nominations to the AWC come from.ADF&G staff provide the majority of nominations in any given year - staff time dedicated to adding/editing nominations, but it’s a limited resource and only so much can be done!There are other groups out there that dedicate specific efforts to documenting water bodies to add to the AWC - and they provide many nominations on an annual basis (but are generally regionally-specific and come from the same areas of the state every year)A very small number of nominations (sometimes ZERO) come from the publicCurrent nomination method for non-ADF&G staff is via a fillable PDF form or directly into an online web portal on the ADF&G website.Both of these require documentation in the field and in a submission format, leading to possible transcription errors, loss of or missed information. And it requires more time!

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/static-sf/AWC/PDFs/2022_AWC_Nomination+Supplemental_Info.pdf
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/SARR/AWC/index.cfm?ADFG=nomSubmit.home
https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/sarr/awc/


• Streamlines the data gathering process - document in ONE place!
• Prompts user for all required information 
• Allows for data collection offline (out of cell service range)
• Uploads to protected/secure online database with editing 

capabilities
• Northern Latitudes Partnership team reviews for completeness 

and submits all nominations to ADF&G

Learn more at AlaskaFishMapping.org

Fish Map App

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SO, enter the Fish Map App!This smartphone app was built to streamline the data gathering process and make the nomination process easier for anyone! You document and submit everything in one place!We worked closely with ADF&G to make sure we included all the required information in different fields within the app (and some additional ones for optional data gathering)This app is designed to work offline when you are not in cell service - pulls from internal GPS and saves everything in the app until you are in cell range where you can upload to the web-based portalData stored in a protected and secure online databaseNLP/project team serves as the first point of contact for nominations - we review noms for completeness and will reach out if there is any questions/missing information, etc. AND we submit all the nominations to ADF&G

http://alaskafishmapping.org


Nomination Steps

• Download app and create account
• Log an Observation (no need for cell connection!)
• Fill out required information in the field add photos, 

GPS coordinates, species/life stage info
• *option to add fields for data collection (eg. 

culvert/barrier documentation)
• Upload Observation(s) to online database when back 

in cell service (you can edit later in the database if 
needed)

• Our team will notify you if any additions/changes are 
needed - can directly connect you to ADF&G staff

• Complete nominations receive $100 stipend!! 
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2022 Pilot Season focus: Piloted with Tribal Conservation 
Districts (Prince of Whales TCD) Significant in-person 
outreach in Southeast Alaska (led to 13 nominations) 
(Yakutat Tlingit Tribe; US Forest Service (Petersburg and 
Wrangell Ranger Districts))

2023 Season outcomes: 19  nominations were submitted, 
resulting in 39 edits or updates to the AWC.  
Updates included; 

- 7 new waterbodies being added 2 existing waterbodies 
which were extended.  

- 9 waterbodies had new anadromous species added to 
them

- 1 waterbody had new life-phase information added to 
an existing species. 



Skipper Science Partnership
Powered by ISN Technology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Neutrality with climate change There will be some fishermen there that will push-back given the lack of trust with the government…. No trust with how the biologist do their studies and make their conclusions



The Skipper Science Partnership
MISSION: To center communities in fisheries 

management by connecting fishermen and scientists 
in order to support resilient fisheries and build trust.

Originated out of St. Paul Island in the Bering Sea after 
conversations with fishing communities in Unalaska.
● Started in 2021, as an expansion of the Indigenous 

Sentinels Network (ISN)

● General Observation program as method for local 
knowledge holders to systematically record and 
share environmental and biological data 

● A partnership that brings fishermen & coastal user 
voices to the table with decision makers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Neutrality with climate change There will be some fishermen there that will push-back given the lack of trust with the government…. No trust with how the biologist do their studies and make their conclusions



Highlights from 
the 2023 season:

● Over 300 fishermen 
participating since 2021

● 4 targeted research 
programs run with 
industry, scientist, 
government agencies, 
and fishermen

● 173 general observation 
data entries completed 

● 13 outreach events and 
presentations across 
Alaska and Washington



Example Project
AFSC Black Cod Stomach Content 
Collection Program:
● 2 year pilot

● Participation from 6 vessels in 
Southeast in Fall 2023

● Total of 68 samples collected for 
analysis (i.e., image of stomach 
contents, GPS, length and sex of fish, 
and general comments)

● Compensation of $1000 up to 10 
observations/samples

● Review and adjustment of methods 
expected in July 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alaska Fisheries Science CenterResource Ecology and Fisheries ManagementResource Ecology and Ecosystem ModelingEcosystem Modelingpotential Skipper Science pilot project to collect stomach contents from Cod caught in the Southeastern Bering Sea I believe in an October timeframe. If I remember correctly your idea was that samples could be collected aboard or possibly even systematically photographed and that this information could potentially inform stock assessment work that is integrated with climate projections. Minor debugging of glitches of procedures accomplished smoothlyAFDF___Method: Citizen ScienceFishery dependent information - gathered on vessel by skippers Fishery independent information - EM or observers Majority of small scale fisheries don’t have the capacity to support independent information so there’s a need for more dependent information Hand picked reference fleet of gillnetters who were active participants of Skipper Science’s general observation survey form and excited to do the work of fishery dependent monitoring Data collected over 3 months… they would log almost every set and specifically any seabirds before and after the hauled the net8 phone interviews15-30 minutes long14 total questionsQualitative:10+  Questions CoveringFishing backgroundExperience with data collectionData verificationAvoiding bycatchFeedback on appInterest in future projects4 Questions on a 1-5 ScaleAccessibility of Skipper Science & AFDF TeamMotivation for participating Ease of app useLikelihood of future participation



● Annual summary of marine 
ecosystem status

● Paired with annual groundfish stock 
assessment cycle

● Presented to North Pacific Fisheries 
Management Council

Ecosystem Status Reports
(ESRs)

EASTERN BERING SEA

GULF OF ALASKA

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/alaska/ecosystems/ecosyst
em-status-reports-gulf-alaska-bering-sea-and-aleutian-

islands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Paired - on ramp (Ivonne: highlight meeting directly with stock assessment authors in addition to GPT, etc. I think it is there from your graphics and inclusion of the risk tables, just wanted to highlight that in other regions "paired" might be interpreted as "at the same time" not *part of* of the stock assessment themselves.)Before - usedEvolving and tailored - how we can address climate change in real-time management decisions
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Steller Sea Lions (2021): declining/plateauing
K. Sweeney, Skipper Science Partnership

• WGOA/EGOA: increasing since 2000 
then decline/plateau since 2017 

• Prey availability (P. cod, walleye 
pollock)? EGOA adult movement

• 2022 (Skipper Science) -More and 
increasing numbers of Steller sea 
lions than expected; “More fish 
with ‘seal/ sea lion’ bites on 
salmon” - observations reported 
from WGOA, SEAK
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Looking Ahead at YRDFA’s 
2024 In-Season Community 
Surveyor Program



Overall, ISN and YRDFA are focused on digitizing surveys this first season:

● Supporting community surveyors and communities as local experts in data collection
● Finding innovative solutions for climate research, adaptation, and collaborative stewardship

Working together to support Indigenous-led Stewardship and 
Empower Communities for Environmental Monitoring



Fall 2023

Process for B uilding Y R DFA’s In-S eason Community S urveyor Program Tools

Initial 
Requirement 

Gathering

Design / 
Requirement 
Acceptance

Development 
AcceptanceDevelopment Pilot - Release 

and Training

Spring - Summer 2024

Feedback 
Gathering

Data Protection 
and Sharing 
Agreements



Looking Ahead
Projects and collaborations like the one between YRDFA, ISN, and communities are needed to 
address:
● Access to important traditional and subsistence foods in Alaska that is threatened by rapid 

environmental change impacting all lands, waters, plants, and animals. 

YR DFA and IS N are working together to find creative and innovative ways to support sustainable 
stewardship of resources and redesign the current in-season surveyor program.

YR DFA-IS N Data Collection Tools will be available in the coming weeks:
● In-S eason Fisheries S urvey IS N App
● YR DFA S taff/ S urveyors will start data collection at the end of May 20 24  - end of J uly 20 24

Stay tuned for more information and
announcements on on app availability and training opportunities!

https:/ / www.facebook.com/ YR DFAak

https://www.facebook.com/YRDFAak


Thank you to all of ISN’s partners & funders - a snapshot



Qaĝaasakung

Hannah-Marie Garcia
ISN Program Director

Aleut Community of St. Paul 
Island Tribal Government

hgarcia@aleut.com

sentinelsnetwork.org
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Understanding the ISN System: Online Database and Mobile Data Collection 
Application



Forms

Gabe C.

Fort Yukon

YRDFA

Fisheries Survey

Harvest Interview

B asic IS N 
S tructure:

 ¤ì ÙE ●YΊ Ś ň ●

Observer

Community admin

Organization Admin

Program Admin External Reviewer

Internal Reviewer

Data End Viewer

People

Community

Organization

Program

Forms Forms



Examples of Outcomes from 
Other Marine and Fisheries 
Monitoring ISN Programs



App Based Data Collection
Data form fields created by AFDF/Skipper Science team

1. Created prototype based on existing AMMOP forms and other 
existing data on seabird bycatch in salmon gillnet fishery.

2. Shared prototype with Alaska Fish & Wildlife seabird scientists to 
assess priority data fields and score priority questions.

3. The team internally adopted the input to create fields that are 
relevant and streamlined for user experience. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Method: app based data collection Data form fields created by AFDF/ISN/Skipper Science team1. Created prototype based on existing AMMOP forms and other existing data on seabird bycatch in salmon gillnet fishery.2. Shared prototype with Alaska Fish & Wildlife seabird scientists to assess priority data fields and score priority questions.3. The team internally adopted the input to create fields that are relevant and streamlined for user experience. 



www.skipperscience.org
info@skipperscience.org

http://www.skipperscience.org
mailto:info@skipperscience.org


Skipper Science data collection form

● District 
● Net deployment date/time
● Target salmon species 
● Observed seabirds at 

deployment
○ Numbers present
○ ID confidence 

● Net retrieval date/time
● Water depth at retrieval



● GPS of net retrieval 
○ Seabird bycatch

■ Species 
■ Number present 
■ Condition

● Alive or 
dead 

○ Optional: text/audio 
comments

○ Optional: 
Picture/photo upload 



Data Collection

App based data 
through Skipper 

Science App

Exit Interviews 
through calls with 

participants by 
partner 

organizations

Quantitative 
Questions

Qualitative 
Questions 

Other 
observations and 

notes

Reporting captured in 
fields in app



Bycatch Data summary

Participant Number of observed hauls 
over 3 months

Number of bycatch events 
reported

1 110 1

2 85 0

3 64 2

4 26 0

5 40 1

6 94 0

7 96 0

8 47 0

9 66 0

Grand Total 563 4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Switch gears here. Freezing spray project. Another partnership Skipper Science Partnership, NWS, Marine Exchange, Axiom Data ScienceSafety issue. Realized there was inaccurate forecastingOverprediction in light events, underprediction severe eventsWeather app use is common but fishermen are looking at a variety of sources and some of the popular weather apps don’t include freezing spray advisories. Was it possible to try to work together with fishermen, the NWS, AOOS and some key programs like northern latitutes and skipper science to address this. Use ISN Skipper Science data collection tools for crowdsourcing informationExperiment with electronic monitoring and real-time communicationProvide ground-truthed and accurate data to help develop adjustments and improvements to current forecasting algorithmsImprove forecasts for mariners!



Images from Observation SSC-47272

SSC-47272
19-24mph 
(BFT 5); N

6ft-10ft 
(BFT 5) 20 39 Moderate SE 6.5

Voice note transcript: Any spray that hits the 
boat freezes. The weather is coming down so 
we're not taking much spray anymore, but 
any that hits the boat does freeze. It's cold 
enough now where any of the windows that 
don't have the window heaters are freezing. 
From water line all the way to the top of the 
house is taking spray and freezing. Fair

Vessel was operating 
in the Bering Sea

observations logged from 
January 18 - January 25 2024



Target App Users

• ANYONE!
• Technicians/Field crews working in 

remote areas
• Researchers/Biologists
• Youth & Students

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This doesn’t have to be necessarily targeted “trips” to document habitat areas. This can piggyback off existing and other planned work and projects.If you want an individualized training, contact NLP to requestThis is hopefully a tool that can be quite literally in your back pocket to use if you are in areas with undocumented fish habitat. Just keep this in mind as you’re doing work, recreating, etc. out in Alaska’s wilds.Our project team (mainly myself) has funding to work with groups/agencies to train staff on how to use this app so it can be easily integrated into work whenever the opportunities arise. We have also worked directly with Tribes and other organizations that are directly focused on nominations and have been using other documentation methods or are new to the process. Have a great relationship with ADF&G and can always direct questions to ADF&G staff
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